Square D Energy Center
smart electrical panel
Simplifying smart, reliable and sustainable homes

se.com/us/energycenter
Your home is your sanctuary.

It keeps you safe. It puts you at ease. It’s where you recharge. It’s an investment in the future.

What if the feelings you have about your home were backed by functionality?

**Backup** power for when you need it most.

**Simplified** energy management and savings.

**Connectivity** that makes your energy usage truly personal.

**Sustainable** power that provides for the future.

All of this is possible with Square D™ Energy Center.
Welcome home, Square D Energy Center

The award-winning smart electrical panel at the center of today’s connected home

- **Solar Optimized**
  Connects with solar inverter and battery systems and increases their life and performance

- **Generator Ready**
  Easily add portable and standby generators

- **Energy Monitoring**
  App-based monitoring included to support smart decisions about energy usage

- **Lower Bills**
  Switch between grid, solar, battery and generator for the best rates

- **Single Box**
  Combines up to six enclosures into one sleek panel with up to 51 available spaces for circuit breakers

- **Total Protection**
  Comes with plug-on neutral, whole-home surge protection device

- **Safest Standards**
  Engineered to NEC, California Title 24, EUSERC and NRTL specifications and standards

- **Modular and Scalable**
  Solar, battery and generator upgrades are fast and easy, anytime
Each Square D Energy Center comes standard with an integrated Wiser Energy™ smart home monitor, which becomes your home’s central energy data hub. The Square D Edition of the Sense app gives you real-time access to when and where your home is using electricity, putting you in control of your home’s electrical usage, whether you’re at home or out and about.

- Uses machine learning to know how much energy is being used by every appliance, every plug, every device
- Delivers easy-to-understand data visualizations of energy usage right to your mobile device so you can take steps to reduce consumption and save money
- Displays how much energy your home is using from the grid, solar, battery and portable generator

se.com/us/energycenter

Always be connected with your home

The Square D Edition of the Sense app lets you access Square D Energy Center from anywhere